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_____________________________________________________ 

I’m so glad you’ve picked up this guide! Welcome to this journey! 

You may or may not know that I started out as a bestselling author about 

parenting teenagers (I figured, if I was a teenager, maybe I had a thing or two to 

tell parents of teenagers about what life really was like in the 21st century!). In 

two short months, as a 17 year old who knew nothing about business, I had 

created something no one in my age group had even thought to do, and I 

wanted to do more!  

By the time I was 20, I had started SocialeMedia – a social media management company, and I had 

now changed my entire strategy to servicing offline businesses, trying to get them into the online 

game. In fact, I wasn’t doing anything different to what I had learned 3 years earlier: I realized 

everything had a process, and there was always a formula out there that could explain how to follow 

some steps in order to achieve a certain result.  

Fast forward a few years later, I had met Sam Bakker. A 

successful internet marketer, who would yawn at my 

conversation about processes and systems. I couldn’t believe the 

nerve of this guy, totally discarding everything I knew about 

successful businesses, and that this whole time, his processes 

were down to “I just do what I know in my head”. So by the time 

I got my ego in check, and realized that processes and systems 

were not everyone’s favourite subject, we were married and I 

was starting to get a much closer look inside what he was doing.  

So, what else could I do but document and observe exactly what 

he was doing…and so I decided to systematize his entire model 

(and dare I say, with two people in his business, it has ultimately 

grown, for sure!)! 

And that is what I am sharing with you here today. I have watched Sam perform his magic with 

internet marketing for so long, that I figured it was time to put my two best skills into it: writing and 

creating a process. So here is the result: the system of how Sam Bakker runs 6 figure launches 

without a dive in profits every single time.  

And so between his expertise, and my observations, I hope 

that you can truly derive value from this report about what I’ve 

found you need to do in order to create your own launches 

that rake in 5, or even 6 figures every time. 

To Your Success, 

Eva-Maria Bakker 



Want More? 

If you want to… 

 Partner with Sam Bakker on a Product Launch 

 Join Sam Bakker’s Coaching Program where he will take you 

step-by-step through your very own launch 

 Get Support on anything within this document… 

Get in touch with me for more info: evamaria@socialemedia.co.nz 

To Your Success! 

 

- Eva-Maria & Sam Bakker 
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